Bin 28 Kalimna Shiraz
1986

A classic Australian Shiraz, named after Penfolds' Kalimna Vineyard in the Barossa Valley. It is a wine known internationally for its consistent quality, value for money and cellaring potential. Premium Shiraz grapes from the low yielding Kalimna Vineyard are selected, as well as Shiraz from other renowned South Australian wine districts to provide the full spectrum of varietal aromas and flavours, thereby adding complexity to the wine.

VINEYARD REGION
South Australia

VINTAGE CONDITIONS
Shiraz

GRAPE VARIETY
Shiraz

MATURATION
 Matured in American oak hogsheads.

WINE ANALYSIS
Alc/Vol: %
Acidity: g/L
pH:

LAST TASTED
September 2008

PEAK DRINKING
Now - 2020

FOOD MATCHES
Moroccan lamb pie

Winemaker comments by Penfolds Rewards of Patience, Edition VI, 2008

COLOUR
Deep red.

NOSE
Beautiful wine with intense choco-berry / earthy / leafy / tobacco / liquorice aromas.

PALATE
Classic Penfolds wine with plenty of dark chocolate / meaty / earthy / tobacco / aniseed flavours and ripe, sweet, supple tannins. Finishes long and flavourful. A very satisfying wine.